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Message from the  
Director, Illinois Geometry Lab
As this academic year winds down, I’m continually amazed by the remarkable 
growth of the Illinois Geometry Lab (IGL), and the scope of its impact on 
undergraduate and graduate education in the Department of Mathematics.

This semester has seen tremendous expansion in the research branch of 
the IGL.  We’re administering 17 projects involving over 70 undergraduates 
and well over 100 individuals.  Our students analyzed problems related 
to dynamical systems, hyperbolic geometry, number theory, symplectic 
geometry, urban traffic planning, virtual reality, and social network analysis.  
Work done in the IGL continues to be recognized, both locally and nationally; 
Vaibhav Karve won the People’s Choice Award in the Graduate College’s 
Research Live! Competition for his three minute talk on Rich Sowers and Dan 
Work’s urban traffic planning project, Daan Michiels’ work on Pierre Albin’s Fall 
2014 virtual reality project was mentioned in an article in Nature, and Jared 
Bronski and his Spring 2016 IGL team have a paper accepted in the journal 
Chaos.  To recognize and reward the amazing work being done in our projects, 
we’ve created a new departmental award, the IGL Research Award.  The first 
annual IGL Research Awards were presented at the Spring 2017 Mathematics 
Department Award Ceremony.  Read more about the awards later in this 
booklet.

On the outreach side, we set up booths at local elementary and middle school 
competitions and hosted K-12 classes for interactive workshops on tilings and 
tessellations.  Plans are underway for our third annual Summer Illinois Math 
camp, which will feature two separate week-long day camps for high school 
students.

As always, we are extremely grateful for the support, both moral and financial, 
which we receive from numerous sources.  Financial support for the Illinois 
Geometry Lab this semester comes from the Department of Mathematics, 
the University of Illinois Office of Public Engagement, the Mathematical 
Association of America, the National Science Foundation, and a generous gift 
from a private donor.

—Jeremy Tyson
Director,  Illinois Geometry Lab



The projects “Self-intersection numbers of closed geodesics in infinite volume 
hyperbolic spaces”, “Finding integers from group orbits”, and “Geometry of Apollonian 
circle packings” are based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation 
under Grant Number DMS-1449269. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or 
recommendations expressed in this material are those of the author(s) and do not 
necessarily reflect the views of the National Science Foundation.

We also acknowledge Jayadev Athreya’s NSF CAREER grant DMS-1559860 “CAREER: 
Randomness in Geometry and Dynamics” which provided funding for the Illinois 
Geometry Lab.
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IGL Members, Spring 2017
Faculty Mentors
Yuliy Baryshnikov
Mark Bell
Ivan Contreras
Ruth Davidson
George Francis
Rosemary Guzman
Manuel Hernandez
A J Hildebrand
Nicholas Robles
Richard Sowers
Ken Stolarsky
Sue Tolman
Jeremy Tyson
Dan Work
Xin Zhang

Research Team Leaders
Eliana Duarte
Tim Ferguson
Derek Jung
Vaibhav Karve
Rachneet Kaur
Nicholas Kosar 
Paolina Koutsaki
Junxian Li
Sarah Loeb
Marissa Loving
Amita Malik
Daan Michiels
Cara Monical
Ramakrishnan Narayanan
Malik Obeidin
Hadrian Quan
Nilesh Thakkar
Seth Wolbert
Derrek Yager 

Student Scholars
Helen Babb
Raghav Bakshi
Martin Bantchev
Kyle Begovich
Jack Bernard
Zac Berrabah
Pranav Bhardwaj
Jingwen Bi
Jiahui Bian
Oscar Rodrigo Araiza Bravo
Nicholas Brown
Dingyang Chen
Weiru Chen
Xinxin Chen
Yijing Chen
Zitong (Arthur) Chen
Quang Dao
Matthew Faust
Arturo Guerrero
Advith Govindarajan
Manting Huang
Yichia (Daniel) Huang
Junghyun Hwang
Mo Jiao
Harish Kannan
Vivek Kaushik
Calvin Kessler
Sung Jib Kim
Sai Aishwarya Korukanti
Xinyi Li
Yi Li
Jingchi Liu
Xinyu Liu
Yuhao Lu
Anirudh Manoj
Linzi Meng

Robert Monks
Tejo Nutalapati
Yicheng Pu
He Qu
Yingying Ren
Jose A Sanchez
Carl Patrick Delos Santos
Dongjun Seung
Cong Shen
Yuan Shen
JeongKeun (Jake) Shin
Gabriel Shindnes
Julia Spina
Haozhe Wang
Jing Wang
Ki Wang
Ziying Wang
Matthew Williams
Yu Wu
Yun Wu
Shunping Xie
Bin Xu
Boyan Xu
Yike Xu
Yujia Yan
Simiao Ye
Sihan Zha
Catherine Zhang
Peiwen Zhang
 Xianhao Zhang
 Xin Zhang
 Yihan Zhang
 Mengyang Zheng
 Ruoyu Zhu



Billiards and Braids
Faculty Mentor:  Yuliy Baryshnikov

Team Leader:  Nicholas Kosar

Scholars:  Dingyang Chen, Boyan Xu
A billiard is a collection of balls bouncing around on a table. Various studies 
have been done involving billiards. Typically, these studies focus on how the 
shape of the table affects the trajectory of a single ball. Our research focuses 
on what happens when a second ball is added. The quantity we are studying 
is the winding number of the two balls, that is, how much one ball wraps 
wraps around the other. 

We have created a computer simulation for two balls bouncing on a circular 
table which shows that the winding number, when divided by the amount of 
time the balls have been bouncing, approaches a constant value (dependent 
on balls’ starting positions and velocities). We have a hypothesis for a formula 
for this number and are working on verifying it. We have also simulated two 
balls bouncing on a different table, the Bunimovich Stadium, in which the 
behavior of the winding number appears to fluctuate randomly.



Stability of 3D Quasicrystals: Elementary
Faculty Mentor:  George Francis

Team Leaders:  Eliana Duarte, Nima Rasekh

Scholars:  Pranav Bhardwaj, Manting Huang, Sung Jib Kim,  
Yi “Lisa” Li, Tejo Nutalapati
Quasicrystal frameworks are certain packings by rhombic shapes that come up 
in subjects as diverse as mathematics (see Penrose tiling), chemistry and even 
visual arts (as can be seen in the work of Tony Robbin). In a given quasicrystal, 
we might wonder how many plates and which plates we have to rigidify such 
that the whole quasicrystal becomes rigid and cannot be moved. The rigidity 
of 2 dimensional quasicrystals has already been answered satisfactorily by 
a previous IGL team under the guidance of Prof. George Francis and Eliana 
Duarte under what is known as Wester’s Theorem.

The goal of this project is to analyze the rigidity of 3 dimensional 
quasicrystals, using various codes which allows us to experiment with 
different quasicrystals. A large part of the teams effort has been towards 
developing the necessary coding skills. As part of that effort, we have 
analyzed and refined a Python code which visualizes logistic chaos and 
understood the applications of triangle fans (in Javascript) to construct 
various 3 dimensional shapes (such as the icosahedron shown below).

Tony Robbin COAST. Installed 1994,  
Danish Technical University. Destroyed!!

Visualization of Logistic Chaos

Penrose Tiling

Screenshot of Icosahedron



Stability of 3D Quasicrystals: Advanced
Faculty Mentor: George Francis

Team Leaders:  Eliana Duarte, Nima Rasekh

Scholars:  Yijing Chen, Arturo Guerrero, Sasha Lamtyugina,  
Yi ”Lisa” Li
Quasicrystal frameworks are certain packings by rhombic shapes that come 
up in subjects as diverse as mathematics (see Penrose tiling), chemistry 
and  even visual arts (as can be seen in the work of Tony Robbin).   In a given 
quasicrystal, we might wonder how many plates and which plates we have 
to rigidify such that the whole quasicrystal becomes rigid and cannot be 
moved. The rigidity of 2 dimensional quasicrystals has already been answered 
satisfactorily by a previous IGL team under the guidance of Prof.  George 
Francis and Eliana Duarte under what is known as Wester’s Theorem.

The goal of our team is to tackle the same problem in the 3 dimensional case,  
using  various  codes  which  allow  us  to  approach  it  using  experimental 
methods.  As part of our effort the team wrote a completely new code which 
extends the functionality of some previous code (known as the Wobble 
code) from simple cubes to arbitrary quasicrystals, allowing us to rotate such 
shapes.  Moreover, we are working on code that allows us to visualize various 
quasicrystal bricks and extract valuable information.

Tony Robbin COAST. Installed 1994,  
Danish Technical University. Destroyed!!

Visualization of Wobble Code

Penrose Tiling

Screenshot of Triacontahedron



Self-Intersection numbers of Infinite
Volume Hyperbolic Surfaces
Faculty Mentor:  Xin Zhang

Team Leader:  Hadrian Quan

Scholars:  Yujia Yan, Peiwen Zhang, Xianhao Zhang
Hyperbolic geometry studies curved surfaces such as pretzels, where there 
are multiple lines parallel to a given line. These generalized straight lines are 
called geodesics, and they are the shortest path that connects two points in 
hyperbolic surface. The number of times a geodesic crosses through itself is 
the self-intersection number, which was the focus of our project.

Every hyperbolic surface can be represented as an ordered alphabet, and its 
geodesics can be represented as a word written in this alphabet. Based on an 
algorithm developed by Cohen-Lustig, and Birman-Series, we have written a 
program which computes the self-intersection numbers of geodesics on the 
“pair of pants” surface shown.

Our program allowed us to plot the histogram of self-intersection numbers for 
geodesics corresponding to words of various lengths. For larger samples, our 
data forms a bell-shaped normal distribution, matching theoretical results of 
Moira Chas and Steven Lalley.



Veech Jigsaws
Faculty Mentor:  Mark Bell

Team Leaders:  Marissa Loving, Malik Obeidin

Scholars:  Jack Bernard, Carl Delos Santos, He Qu,  
Mengyang Zheng
Ordinary Jigsaw puzzles may be fun, but having only one solution does 
not make them very interesting. Our Veech Jigsaw project explores the 
possibility of creating puzzles that can be solved in multiple ways. By taking 
different surfaces, flattening them onto a 2D plane, and finding the respective 
symmetries (like with a torus, which can be represented as a square whose 
opposite sides are glued to each other), you can create such puzzles.

If you cut according to the symmetries of the surface to create the puzzle, the 
product will have some peculiar properties. You can now separate it along 
those lines of symmetry and paste one section to another, creating a different 
solution. This process can be repeated to generate even more solutions, and 
by doing it in reverse, you can return a solution back to its original form.

Moving forward with this project, we will compute the symmetries of more 
complicated surfaces, and produce some more extraordinary puzzles.



Classifying symplectic circle actions
Faculty Mentor:  Susan Tolman

Co-Faculty Mentor:  Donghoon Jang

Team Leader:  Seth Wolbert

Scholars:  Quang Dao, Matthew Williams, Boyan Xu
We have been studying the number fixed points of circle actions on 
n-dimensional symplectic manifolds, for which Kosniowski conjectured a 
lower bound of        . We are exploring a special case of this conjecture, and 
we have formulated a stronger conjecture for our special case. Furthermore, 
because the “weights” (speeds of rotation) of each fixed point must satisfy 
certain rational constraints, we were able to computationally obtain minimal 
solutions to these constraints and verify both conjectures for our special case 
in low dimensions. We also found an analytic proof that, given a solution in 
any dimension, we can replace certain pairs of “matched” fixed points with 
pairs of simpler matched fixed points, allowing us to reduce the problem.

2
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Curvature in three-dimensional 
manifolds
Faculty Mentor:  Jeremy Tyson

Team Leader:  Derek Jung

Scholars:  Harish Kannan, Julia Spina
In sub-Riemannian geometry, one is interested in studying the geometry 
of spaces in which movement in certain directions is physically impossible. 
We will do this by viewing these spaces as limits of spaces in which motion 
is increasingly constrained. This has applications to movement by wheeled 
vehicles and neurobiology.

One important property of surfaces embedded in higher-dimensional spaces 
is curvature, which may be intrinsic or extrinsic. We compute curvatures for 
a surface, Σ, in ℝ3 by restricting the usual inner product to Σ. This defines a 
metric on the surface. Repeating the same procedure starting from a different 
notion of inner product in the ambient space leads to a new notion of metric. 
Changing the metric changes how distance and angle are measured in this 
new space, thus also changing the way that curvature is defined. By then 
taking the limit of a sequence of Riemannian metrics we finally arrive to a sub-
Riemannian metric, which describes the constrained space we are interested 
in, and we also now have a reliable way to measure curvature in that space.



Finding integers from group orbits
Faculty Mentor:   Xin Zhang

Team Leader:  Junxian Li

Scholars:  Jake Shin, Yike Xu, Catherine Zhang, Xin Zhang
In this project, we study the local-global principle for integers coming from 
group orbits. Take two vectors w0, v0 ∈ ℤ2, and Γ a subgroup of SL2(ℤ), we 
are interested in a subset of integers 𝒮 := < w0, Γ . v0 > from the group orbit 
𝒪 := Γ . v0. An easier admissible set 𝒜 gives all the local obstruction 𝒮 . The 
local-global principle says that almost all admissible integers are in 𝒮 . This 
question naturally arises from the study of curvatures of integral Apollonian 
gasket or  Zaremba’s conjecture on denominators of continued fraction 
expansions.  

We investigate the local-global principle for several examples of Γ < SL2(ℤ). 
When the cirital exponent, which measures the growth of the subgroup 
is not too small, we indeed see that the local-global principle holds 
numerically.
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Polyhedral Geometry for Analyzing
Phylogenetic Methods
Faculty Mentors:  Ruth Davidson and Rosemary Guzman

Team Leader:  Cara Monical

Scholars:  Jingwen Bi, Yingying Ren,Jose Sanchez, Sihan Zha
Polyhedra are generalizations of polygons in arbitrary dimension. Recently, 
polyhedra have been used to evaluate the accuracy and biases of methods for 
using biological data to classify species into various groups from a geometric 
point of view, leading to an explosion of important open problems.

In our project we are focusing on combinatorial properties of the Billera-
Holmes-Vogtmann (BHV) space of phylogenetic trees and how they relate to 
methods commonly employed by biologists. Our focus has been on finding a 
well-defined way to move between BHV tree spaces of different dimensions. 
We defined a new object, the connection graph regarding movement 
between trees of different dimensions, and are exploring its properties.

The orthants of BHV-5 that can be reached by adding a leaf to the depicted 
graph (left). Connection graph for 7 leaf caterpillar graph to 8 leaves (right). 



Calculus, Geometry, and Probability in  
n Dimensions
Faculty Mentor:  A.J. Hildebrand

Scholars:  Nicholas Brown, Junghyun Hwang, Ki Wang,  
Simiao Ye, Ruoyu Zhu
Our group focused on game theoretic models of poker. We started with 
von Neumann’s seminal model, which describes a two person poker game 
in which independently distributed hands are represented as random real 
numbers between 0 and 1. The model provided an optimal betting strategy 
and showed that bluffing is mathematically justifiable. We then focused 
on subsequent variants like Indian poker and clairvoyant poker, which 
introduce novel twists to the original model. We illustrated these models with 
interactive visualizations and simulations. We also used machine learning and 
statistical techniques to investigate a large database of poker hands, which 
were collected on the IRC Poker Channel during the late 1990s.



Visual Cliffs, Virtual Reality, and 
Movement Disorders
Faculty Mentors:  Manuel Hernandez and Richard Sowers

Team Leaders:  Rachneet Kaur and Daan Michiels

Scholars:  Martin Bantchev, Shruti Goli, Vivek Kaushik,  
Anirudh Manoj, Dongjun Seung, Shreya Sharma, Cong Shen
We use a Virtual Reality headset (HTC Vive) to let people walk through a virtual 
world that is apparently dangerous. An adaptively paced treadmill allows the 
person to walk at their own speed, for however long they wish. At the same 
time, we use a brain-computer interface in the form of an EEG to record brain 
waves and estimate the person’s anxiety level. The tools we develop form the 
basis of a platform to study how anxiety influences people’s motion patterns.



Geometry of Apollonian circle packings
Faculty Mentor:  Xin Zhang

Team Leader:  Amita Malik

Scholars:  Weiru Chen, Mo Jiao, Calvin Andrew Kessler
Start with four mutually tangent circles with one of them being internally 
tangent to the other three. By a theorem of Apollonius from 200 BC, for any 
three of these mutually tangent circles there are exactly two other circles 
which are tangent to all three. Continuing this precess, we get a circle packing 
called Apollonian circle packing (ACP), see the picture below, named after 
Apollonius. One of the striking features about these packings is that if the 
initial four circles have integer curvatures (reciprocal of the radius), then 
so do all the other circles in the packing. These packings have attracted a 
lot of attention lately and have been studied using tool in number theory, 
hyperboilc geometry, dynamics, and ergodic theory, to name a few. 

The purpose of this ongoing project is to study the fine structure of such 
packings. In particular, our investigations on the distribution of the centers 
have revealed an interesting phenomenon about their pair correlation, 
as in the picture below. We are exploring similar spatial statistics such as 
electrostatic energy and minimal distance distribution, and aim to study the 
limiting behavior of these statistics.



Iterated functions and the Golden ratio
Faculty Mentor:  Ken Stolarsky

Team Leader:  Xinxin Chen

Scholars:  Jiahui Bian, Xinxin Chen, Advith Govindarajan
We start with a function (picture attached) that looks like a triangle with its peak 
at the number 1.618 . . ., which we call φ or the golden ratio. In the fine tradition 
of mathematical jargon, we call this function a tent map. From this tent map, it 
turns out that we can create a number system that can represent any number 
between zero and one, using the following recursive process: First, start with 
the number x. Next, if x falls on the left side of the triangle, write down an “a”. 
If x falls on the right side of the triangle write down a “b”. Now, apply the tent 
map to x—we will unceremoniously call this new number C(x). Next, we write 
down an “a” if the new number falls on the left, and a “b” if on the right. And 
then we apply the tent map again, to get C(C(x)), and we continue this process 
ad infinitum. Now, we can start talking about all the interesting properties 
of this representation! If x is a fraction with the square root of 5, then it turns 
out this representation is periodic. We can also look at the continued fraction 
representation of x and compare the two. It turns out that the for numbers that 
are similar to fibonacci numbers, that the periodicity of the a-b representation 
is related to the periodicity of the continued fraction representation. There are 
many more interesting properties of the a-b representation, but unfortunately 
we don’t have enough time to talk about them here.

   

 

 



Geometry of Autonomous Vehicles
Faculty Mentors:  Rich Sowers and Dan Work

Team Leaders:  Ramakrishnan Narayanan, Nilesh Thakkar

Scholars:  Helen Babb, Kyle Begovich, Siqi Chen, Yijing Chen, 
Yichia Huang, Boyu Li, Jingchi Liu, Yuhao Lu, Linzi Meng, Robert 
Monks, Saumil Padhya, Bowen Song, Yihan Zhang,  
Qinfeng Zhong
With the need for more intelligent data gathering, there is also a growing 
need for using existing technology and infrastructure to achieve this goal, 
without incorporating expensive, complicated systems. While the aim of this 
project is not to build an autonomous vehicle tool, we believe the results 
could very well help in their development. As single-occupancy vehicles are 
giving way to Ubers, Lyfts and Bridjs, combined with regular mass transit and 
pedestrian-aware street infrastructure (traffic lights, crosswalks etc.), there 
is a large “networked mobility system” that has a potential to be tapped. 
Moreover, autonomous cars will be here soon, to add to the mix.

Since sensing is such a vital part of this architecture, we want to, firstly, use 
the cars on the road as both mobile sensors and data assimilators. Cars 
are currently able to record speed, acceleration, braking, bearing etc., with 
autonomous cars further having LiDARs, RADARs and live camera feeds. 
Vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication allows traffic 
to dynamically, in real time, be aware of prevalent traffic and pedestrian 
densities. This would allow traffic and allied infrastructure to optimize and 
react to conditions city-wide, in the long run. This project seeks to explore 
some of this sensing in novel ways, particularly, in using video as a sensor. 

Identifying people and objects with video-as-a-sensor.



Traffic patterns in Manhattan
Faculty Mentors:  Rich Sowers and Dan Work

Team Leaders:  Vaibhav Karve, Derrek Yager

Scholars:  Raghav Bakshi, Xinyi Li, Xinyu Liu, Yicheng Pu, 
Gabriel Shindnes, HaozheWang, Jing Wang, ZiyingWang, Yu Wu, 
Bin Xu
This semester our group is working on two directions: persistent homology 
and arc-flags. For the first project, we are looking for answers for the following 
questions: How well connected is New York’s traffic structure under certain 
conditions? How would the traffic routes be affected if we limit the speed 
or set other limitations? Specifically we found out sets of connected street 
segments under a criterion as different components,then changed the 
criterion to see how components appear or merge. For the arc-flags project, 
We are looking for those popular road segments which belongs to many 
traffic routes. We examined Manhattan’s major roads’ traffic by implementing 
arc-flags algorithm and interpreting traffic behaviors from urban planning 
perspective. In the next step, we will explore persistent homology on different 
boroughs, and try to apply the arc-flags to real urban planning projects.



Quantum States in CW-complexes
Faculty Mentor:  Ivan Contreras

Team Leader:  Sarah Loeb

Scholars:  Zitong Chen, Rodrigo Araiza Bravo,  
Sai Aishwarya Korukanti
A CW-complex is a topological space composed of cells. They start with 
points, then edges are added, and so on. In general, we attach n-cells, i.e. 
deformed n-dimensional balls, to (n –1)-cells. We used the Schrödinger 
equation to study quantum mechanics on CW-complexes, like the torus or 
networks, to obtain solutions for the evolution of states. The Schrödinger 
equation is iħ𝜕tΨ = –ΔΨ, where Δ encodes the combinatorics of the CW-
complex.

We also worked on understanding diffusion of information in social 
networks. Experimentally, we showed that there is a relationship between the 
connectivity of a network and the time it takes for information to propagate 
through it. Finally, we would like to consider applications of the technique 
towards analysis and recognition of text.

Under the heat equation, the evolution of states studies the information 
distribution process. Suppose you have a heater in a cold room, then heat 
will eventually fill the room. In a social network, people with new information 
are like the heater. As time passes, the information reaches everyone. We 
studied the theoretical phase of this process by simulating the information 
spread within a social network on Twitter.  We study and evaluate when is 
the theoretical time that required for the information to spread evenly in the 
network, and analysis what the final state look like at the given time.



Critical Zeros of the Riemann Zeta
Function
Faculty Mentor:  Nicolas Robles

Team Leader:  Paolina Koutsaki

Scholars:  Matthew Faust, Shunping Xie
The famous Riemann hypothesis ($1 million problem) states that all the 
non-trivial (i.e. critical) zeros of the Riemann zeta-function are located on the 
critical line Re(s) =  

1 of the complex plane.

The Riemann zeta-function is defined as

for s = σ + it with σ > 1. We can extend this definition to the whole complex 
plane except for the point s = 1.

Utilizing Mathematica our goal is to expand upon the current known 
proportion of zeros of the Riemann zeta-function that lie on the critical 
line. The current highest known proportion of zeros is 41.07 percent. In our 
project we have improved upon this so far identifying at least 41.5 percent 
of nontrivial zeros. This has been achieved through the implementation of 
analytical techniques developed by Nicholas Robles and colleagues.
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IGL Research Award
The IGL Research Award, offered for the first time this year, is made to one or 
more IGL research groups from the preceding calendar year whose project  
makes a substantial contribution to mathematical knowledge and contributes 
to the professional development of both undergraduate and graduate students.  

The 2017 IGL Research Award was made to two Fall 2016 projects: 

• Traffic Patterns in Manhattan, mentored by Professors Rich Sowers and 
Dan Work (Civil and Environmental Engineering), with graduate students 
Vaibhav Karve and Derrek Yager, and undergraduates Xinyu Liu, Yicheng 
Pu, Gabriel Shindnes, Ziying Wang, Dajun Xu, Zeyu Wu and Yu Wu. This 
project involved visualizing macroscopic patterns arising from a large 
data set of taxi traffic in New York City.  Members of the team created 
visual representations, including online animations and videos. Urban 
traffic planners in several major U.S. cities have expressed interest in 
using information of the type generated in this project to improve traffic 
flow and safety.

• Quantum Mechanics for Graphs and CW Complexes, mentored by 
Doob Research Assistant Profesor Ivan Contreras, with graduate student 
Sarah Loeb, and undergraduates Chengzheng Yu, Zhe Hu, Boyan Xu 
and Michael Toriyama. This project developed a combinatorial model 
for quantum mechanics in graphs and networks.  This research has 
applications to the diffusion of heat in metallic structures.  Students 
wrote code to implement the evolution of quantum states for randomly 
generated network structures and investigated combinatorial and 
topological features of graph Laplacians.  Several papers have resulted 
from this research, and presentations at local and regional conferences, 
as well as at the December 2016 conference Mathematics by Students at 
the University of Los Andes in Bogota, Columbia.

Honorable Mention was made to a Spring 2016 project: 

• Synchrony and Plasticity in the Kuramoto Model, mentored by 
Professor Jared Bronski, with graduate student Seth Wolbert, and 
undergraduates Yizhang He, Xinye Li, Yue Liu and Danielle Sponseller.  
This project investigated a model for the synchronization of synaptic 
neurons via a coupled set of difference-differential equations.  Students 
compared the stability of fixed points for the model with constant or 
variable coupling strengths. The project resulted in a paper which will 
appear in the journal Chaos.



Recent publications
1. J. C. Bronski, Y. He, X. Li, Y. Liu, D. R. Sponseller, S. Wolbert, The stability of 

fixed points for a Kuramoto model with Hebbian interactions, accepted for 
publication in Chaos. Based on work conducted for Jared Bronski’s Spring 2016 
IGL project Synchrony and Plasticity in the Kuramoto model.

2. L. Schaposnik and J. Li, Interface control and snow crystal growth, Phys. 
Rev. E, vol. 93, no. 2 (2016), 023302. Based on work conducted for Laura 
Schaposnik’s Spring 2014 IGL project Symmetries in Nature. Jessica Li was a 
high school student who participated remotely in this IGL project through the 
MIT-PRIMES program. 

3. J. Hempstead, Apollonian Circle Packings and the Riemann Hypothesis, 
Rose-Hulman Undergraduate Mathematics Journal, vol. 16, no. 2 (2015), 
215-224.  Based on work conducted for Jayadev Athreya’s Spring 2013 IGL 
project Apollonian Circle Packing Density. 

4. E.M. Duarte Gelvez and G.K. Francis, Stability of  Quasicrystal Frameworks 
in 2D and 3D, Proc. of the First Conference on Transformables 2013 in 
honor of Emilio Perez Piñero, 18-20 Sept. 2013, School of Architecture, 
Seville, Spain. Editorial Starbooks. F. Escrig and J. Sanchez, eds. Based 
on work conducted for George Francis’ Spring 2014 IGL project Stability of 
Quasicrystalline Frameworks.



Recent presentations
1. Nicholas Brown, Junghyun Hwang, Ruoyu Zhu, Ki Wang, The Mathematics of 

Poker: From Classical Game Theory to Machine Learning Algorithms, 20 minute 
talk at the Rose-Hulman Undergraduate Mathematics Conference, Terre Haute, 
IN, Apr. 21-22, 2017.

2. Michael Toriyama and Chengzheng Yu, Quantum Mechanics and 
Thermodynamics for Networks, poster presentation at the 12th annual CSL 
Student Conference, UIUC, Feb. 16, 2017.

3. Zhaodong Cai, Matthew Faust, Yuan Zhang, Leading Digit Distribution, 
Continued Fractions, and Probabilistic Diophantine Approximation, poster 
presentation at the Joint Mathematics Meetings, Atlanta, GA, Jan. 6, 2017.

4. Ivan Contreras, Graph Theory and Quantum Mechanics, 30 minute talk at 
the conference Mathematics by Students, University of the Andes, Bogota, 
Columbia, Nov. 29, 2016.

5. Vaibhav Karve, Recognizing Patterns in New York taxi traffic, Research Live! 
Competition, Graduate College, UIUC, Nov. 15, 2016. This talk was the winner of 
the People’s Choice award of the Research Live! competition.

6. Zhaodong Cai and Matthew Faust, A local Benford Law for a class of arithmetic 
sequences, 20 minute talk at the Young Mathematicians Conference, Ohio 
State University, Columbus, OH, Aug. 19-21, 2016 and 15 minute talk at MAA 
MathFest, Columbus, OH, Aug. 4-7, 2016.

7. Cameron Dart, Zesheng Wang and Tyler Mulick, Learning Tools for Linear 
Algebra, talk at the Design Center Lightning Symposium, I-Hotel, Apr. 29, 2016.

8. Vivek Kaushik, Aubrey Laskowski and Yukun Tan, Paradoxes of Voting: From 
Lincoln’s Presidential Election to College Football Polls, 20 minute talk at the 
Rose-Hulman Undergraduate Mathematics Conference, Terre Haute, IN, Apr. 
22-23, 2016.

9. Danielle Sponseller, The Stability of Fixed points for a Kuramoto Model with 
Hebbian Interactions, 15 minute talk at the Central States Mathematics 
Undergraduate Conference, Truman State University, Kirksville, MO, Apr. 15, 
2016.



About the Illinois Geometry Lab
The Illinois Geometry Lab is a facility in the Department of Mathematics at the 
University of Illinois focusing on mathematical visualization and community 
engagement.

At the lab undergraduate students work closely with graduate students 
and postdocs on visualization projects set forth by faculty members. In 
the community engagement component of the lab, IGL members bring 
mathematics to the community through school visits and other activities.

The IGL is affiliated with Geometry Labs United (GLU), the parent organization 
of a group of research labs hosted in mathematics departments around the 
country. The mission of GLU is to promote undergraduate mathematics research 
and public and community engagement. Other labs currently affiliated with 
GLU include the Experimental Geometry Lab (EGL) at the University of Maryland, 
the Mason Experimental Geometry Lab (MEGL) at George Mason University, 
the Experimental Algebra and Geometry Lab (EAGL) at the University of Texas 
Pan-American, the Washington Experimental Mathematics Lab (WXML) at 
the University of Washington, the Mathematical Computing Laboratory (MCL) 
at the University of Illinois at Chicago, and the Center for the Integration of 
Undergraduate, Graduate and Postdoctoral Research (iCenter) at Kansas State.

To schedule an IGL activity with your group, contact the IGL outreach 
manager at igl@math.uiuc.edu. 

Joining the Illinois Geometry Lab
We invite all undergraduate students to apply. Some familiarity with 
programming and completion of multivariable calculus are recommended, 
but prerequisites vary by project.

For additional information on joining the lab, visit
www.math.illinois.edu/igl/join.htm.

Schedule an outreach activity
For information on how to schedule an IGL outreach activity for your school or 
organization, please contact igl@math.uiuc.edu. 





Illinois Geometry Lab  
121 Altgeld Hall

Department of Mathematics 
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign

1409 W. Green Street, Urbana, IL 61801

www.math.illinois.edu/igl   •   email: igl@math.uiuc.edu


